
.::..::.1_____

These are identicalfor all Headstage Types except as noted.
5101-10G J..Jlli O.1G 10GB

OFF (0)
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
VOLTAGE

Fully CCW (counter clockwise)

o (zero) .

OFF
10G
ON
OFF
Im

1mVIpA
BYPASS
Connect to oscilloscope input, and to computer Im input ifin use.

Jdel PC-501 A Rev. 2195

4.4 INITIALSETTINGS.
Front panel controls

POWER:
COMMAND HOLDING VOLTAGE:

COMMAND HOLDING CURRENT:
COMMAND SENSITIVITY:
TEST PULSE:
AUTO ZERO:

CLAMP MODE SWITCH:

CAP COMP CONTROLS:
LEAK SUBTRACTION:

SERIES RESISTANCE:.
PROBE SELECT
HIGH FREQUENCY BOOST:
SPEED TEST:
METER SWITCH:
Im OUTPUT GAIN SWITCH:
FILTER:
Im OUTPUT terminal:

Rear panel
PATCH/BILAYER switch

SYNC OUTPUT terminal:
GAIN TELEGRAPH OUTPUT:

_ _ _ ................

1.0G O.1G 10G

-
PATCH PATCH PATCH BILAYER
Connect to oscilloscope external trigger input.
Conned to computer gain monitorif in use.

-- .-- - --- -.------- .- ._. ----
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6.0 SETUP and OPERATIONS for Exised Patch, Cell-Attached Patch, and Whole Cell Recording.

Sections 6.1-6.4 describe PC-501A operations in detail for VOLTAGECLAMPINGexcised or cell-attached
membrane patches using the 5101-1 OGQ headstage.

Refer to Sections 3,4, and 5, and Tables 1, 2, and 3 for further details as necessary.

Section 6.5 describes changes to make for CURRENT CLAMPINGwith the 10GQ headstage.

Section 6.6 describes changes for WHOLE CELL RECORDING with the 5101-01G or 5101-100M headstage.

Table 1 is a check list of PC-501A and oscilloscope connections and settings for 3 main stages in a VOLTAGE
CLAMPexperiment. . . .

Tables 2A, 8 and C give oscilloscope calibrations for Im OUTPUT current with various combinations of gain
settingson the PC-501A and oscilloscope, for 10GQ, 1GQ, 0.1GQ headstages, respectively.
Table 3 gives a quick method forcalculatingpipet and seal resistanceswith the oscilloscope.

RECOMMENDED READING: Sakmann & Neher Single-Channel Recording, PlenumPress, 1983
Hamill, Marty, Neher, Sakmann, and Sigworth (1981) Pflugers Archiv 391: 85-100.

6.1 VOLTAGE CLAMPING: PRELIMINARY SETUP

This section assumes that the following items are in place:
1) oscilloscope and recording system, e.g. computer, tape recorder, CO recorder etc.

2) air table or equivalent shockmounting e.g. a heavy baseplate standingon tire inner tubes
3) micromanipulator with hydraulic microdrive

4) inverted microscope
5) recording dish or chamber
6) Ag-AgCI reference electrode with or without KCI-agar salt bridge

7) electrode holder with flexible tubing attached to the side port (Section 5.1)
8) prepared patch pipets (Section 5.3)
9) solutions for bath and pipets
10) cells

6.1.1 Initial settings and connections on the PC-501A: With POWER OFF, set the front and rear panel controls

and connections as in Section 4.4, except set the Im OUTPUT FILTER ACTIVE, 1kHz (Table 1. initial).

Prepare the headstage as in Section 4.5, mount it on the micromanipulator, set the appropriate PROBE SELECT,
andturn POWERON. .- - - -, - -' '-~- . -'.' '" ..;. ,"0 . . ."'-." '.' ,', .-,'," , : '. ,-- "~";;','l .~-:. ".::;~~.

'-

6.1.2 Electrodes:

Position the Ag-AgCI reference electrode or KCI-agarsalt bridge into the recording chamber, and connect the Ag
wireto the ground pinon the headstage case. If using a bare Ag-AgCI reference electrode, make sure that all of the
exposed AgCI surface is completely submerged, and that any bare Agwire is insulated from the bath solution. Epoxy
cement or waterproof vamish is adequate. These precautions help to stabilize the reference potential.

~
I
I

i .
I f
I;

,

6.1.3 Insert a properly filled micropipet into the electrode holder (Section 5.3), and gently but firmly insert the holder
onto the headstage. It should be possible to do this without removing the grounded shield covering the headstage.

j
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I 6.2 IN THE BATH

6.2.1 Just before lowering the pipet tip into the.bath, carefully aspirate the surface of the bathing solution with a s-c.
flexible tube connected to a vacuum line, or wipe it quickly with a small cfean of lens tissue. Then apply contim..c...:s

gentle air pressure (about 1-2 kPa or 10-20 cm of water) to the side port of th electrode holder to prevent any
remaining debris from fouling the pipet tip, and lower the pipet into the bath.
Now change the PC.50, A and oscilloscope settings as listed in Table " in Bath.

Keep the pipet tip in the bath and maintain the pressure in the electrode holder, as you proceed with the
following steps, in order.

6.2.2 Zeroing the junction potential: ZERO CONTROLS (Section 3.3)

On entering the bath, the junction potential between the pipet electrode and reference electrode will usually

cause an appreciable current through the pipet, indicated by the panel METER Im reading in.pA, and on the
oscilloscope from the Im OUTPUT terminal. To establish the zero current baseline, set the currentto zeroas
described in Section 3.3. After zeroing the current, the magnitude of the junction potential can be read from
the meter (Vc+h) or on the oscilloscope from the Vcx10 output.
IMPORTANT! DO NOT CHANGE THIS ZERO SETTING AGAIN until you have to take a new pipet. If you change it

after forming a gigaseal, you will not know the true transmembrane potential. The zero baseline condition should

remain stable as long as the AUTO ON-OFF switch in ON. If not, (a) Make sure the reference electrode is properly

submerged; (b) Re-Zero Im; (c) if Im still drifts, ~hich is unlikely, check for some error in the setup.

-

6.2.3 CAPACITANCE COMPENSATION: (Section 3.5)
Set the COMMAND SENSITIVITY Switch to X.001, and turn the TEST PULSE switch ON, to activate the 100kHz,

1mV peak-to-peak square wave. Adjust the oscilloscope and Im OUT GAIN pAN settings to cfearly display 1 or 2
complete cycles of the 100kHz current signal from the Im OUTPUT terminal. Consult Table 2 for useful combinations.. .
of settings.

Use-the 3 pairs of CAP COMP controls to square up the Im trace. The FAST set (0-5~s) squares up the leading
edge of the square wave. The MEDIUM and SLOW pairs compensate the flatness. Because the controls interact,
some trial and error is necessary. Compensation is optimal when the square wave has as sharp rise and fall as

possible, flat top and bottom, and minimum overshoot..
Risetime also improves with higher frequency FILTER settings, which however, introduce a tradeoff between faster
response and greater noise.

6.2.4 PIPET RESISTANCE Rp:
Measuring pipet resistance is the routine method for determining the pipet's condition before attempting to record

data. . Useful pipets for patch recording have resistances typically in the range 1 to 10 MQ... . . ~..

Those with much higher resistances are likely to be blocked with debris from poorly filtered pipet or bath solutions, or

to have over-polished, constricted tips. Those with much lower resistance are probably broken. In either case,
discard and take a new pipet, and start over at Section 6.1.3.

Measure PIPET RESISTANCE with the pipet in the bath, and the 100 Hz 1mV TEST PULSE ON. Read the

peak-ta-peak amplitude on the oscilloscope, of the test current I from the Im OUT terminal. For convenience,
express the current I in nA or PA with the aid of TABLE 2, and calculate Rp in MQ with the aid of Table 3.

If you prefer, you can determine the current I from the Im Gain mV/pA and oscilloscope Volts/division settings, and
calculate Rp by Ohm's law.

If the 1mV TEST PULSE produces a very small current the pipet is probably blocked, but if you want to estimate its

resis~ance anyway, e.g. to estimate its tip diameter, you can increase COMMAND SENSITIVITY to X.01 for 10mV,
or X.'1 for 1OOmVpeak-ta-peak test pulse amplitudes.
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6.3 ON THE PATCH

6.3.1 FORMING THE GIGASEAL. This operation requires c: ,',e s.-.cc<-mounted, vibration-free benchtop.

Keep the 100Hz 1mV TEST PULSE ON, and advance ::-.e:: :e: ;;::;:0 contact your chosen cell. When the pipet

begins to dimple the cell membrane, the test current shoulc :€~.- :0 decrease. When that happens, release the

applied positive pressure in the electrode holder, then apply a;:c '-.oJdgentle suction (2-3 kPa or less), and watch
the test current trace closely for 10-30 seconds.
When the seal forms, the test current decreases quickly, then t.'ie trace goes flat, indicating no measurable.

current at this oscilloscope sensitivity. At this point, carefully release the suction, and change the settings on
the PC.501 A and Oscilloscope settings as listed in Table 1, ON PATCH.

Ifthe seal doesn't form within about 30 seconds, try alternately releasing and reapplying suction forabout 10-30
seconds each. Ifthe seal appears to be forming, continue alternating suction,or advance the pipet very slightly

againstthe cell. If the sealhasn't formedwithin about5-10min,itprobablywillnot.Takea newpipetandstartagain
at Section 6.1.3.Youcan't re-usethe samepipetbecauseby nowthe tip is too dirty to form a seal.

6.3.2 MEASURE SEAL RESISTANCE Rs: You can do this either before or after excising the patch. Keep the
100Hz 1mV TEST PULSE ON, measure the peak-to-peak "leak" current I on the oscilloscope with the aid of Table 2,
and calculate Rs by Ohm's law (R=V/I ), or with the aid of Table 3 to keep track of the units.

A good Gigaseal resistance is typically in the range 1 to 10 GQ, or considerably greater.

6.3.3 LEAK SUBTRACTION: If.Rs is only a few GQ, it may be important to compensate the le<:.:<current, so that the
current baseline doesn't reflect the shape of the command voltage waveform. With the TES7 PIJLSE still ON, turn
LEAK SUBTRACTION clockwise until the Im trace on the oscilloscope becomes flat excepi :or residual capacitance

transients. Or, withthe TESTPULSE OFF, run the HOLDINGVOLTAGEup and down over a range that doesn't
evoke channel currents, and adjust LEAKSUBTRACTIONso that the current trace on the oscilloscope remains
fixed, and doesn't follow the voltage trace.

IfRs is very high, you can probably get away without leak compensation. Ifso, turn the knob to 0 (off).

6.3.4 EXCISEDPATCH.Watch with the microscope as you excise the patch. Quickly move the pipet back with the
hydraulicmicrodrive, then up and away from the cell with the fine verticalcontrol.Duringpatch excision,the cell
should stay attached to the bottom of the dish. If the excision is successful, the critical vibration-sensitive phase of

the operation is now over. If the cell remains attached to the pipet, try jiggling the micromanipulator controls, or tap
gently on the micromanipulator, or bring the cell and pipet up brietly into the air, for about 1 second. .
If the patch has not yet separated from the cell, you can proceed with cell-attached patch recording instead.

"'"

6.3.5 CELL.ATTACHED PATCH. Ifthe cell moves freelywith the pipet, raise the pipet and cell from the bottom of the

dish, but keep submerged. If the cell is not free to move, take care to avoid vibration while recording.

6.4 VOLTAGE CLAMP RECORDING: Set the PC-501A and Oscilloscope controls as Table 1, ON PATCH.

VOLTAGECLAMPwaveforms are ordinarily applied to the CMD IN terminal as externally generated test
protocols, with orwithout an intemallypresetHOLDINGVOLTAGE. ..

TO preset the internal HOLDINGVOLTAGEVhto a fixed value before beginning to record, or to reset it to
another fixed value at any time during the experiment, proceed as follows: ( Sections 3.2 & 3.4)

1) Set CLAMPMODEto ZERO CURRENT. HOLDINGcommands will be disengaged from the headstage:
2) Set the METERto Vc+h IN;
3) Set the COMMANDSHOLDINGVOLTAGEswitch to -or +, and switch HOLDINGCURRENT OFF;
4) Set the control knob to give the desired VOLTAGEreading on the meter;
5) Switch the HOLDINGVOLTAGEOFF untilyou are ready to use it:
6) Return to VOLTAGECLAMPMODE.
The- HOLDING VOLTAGE control can also be used alone as a quick check for voltage-gated channel activity.
Turn COMMANDSENSITIVITYOFF to disengage external inputs, and vary Vh in either direction.
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